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Introduction

A combined electromagnetic and magnetic survey 

wes carried out on the property of Midland Petroleums Limited 

in Prosser Township, Ontario. The property consists of four 

claims numbered 62176*9 Inclusive, located in tea south half 

of Lot Z t Concession I, of the township.

The survey was carried out based cm helicopter 

support in that at this tlaw of year there it no ready means 

of access to the property. Hottever, during the winter months 

a bush type road could be used to transport Materials and 

equipment by tracked vehicles.

Method of Survey

A baseline was cut in a MB-SW direction diagonally 

through the claim group. Picket lines were cut and chained 

at 200 foot intervals covering the entire group from this 

baseline.
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A magnetic survey employing a Sharp* A-2 

magnetometer with reading* at 100 foot int*rv*l* along 

the 200 foot lines was carried out and th* results are 

shown on th* accompanying map contoured at 50 gammas par 

seal* division. A vertical loop electromagnetic survey 

was then run over the sane linos with readings being 

taken at 100 foot intervals. Where conductors vara 

indicated by the reconnaissance survey wore detailed 

setups war* nad*, The results of the electromagnetic 

survey are shown superimposed on the magnetic information 

with the reconnaissance survey profHat being in a more 

continuous line ami E.M. detail prof iSaa being in a short 

dashed lin*.

Discussion of Results

The magnetic survey baa indicated vary minor 

magnetic relief within th* boundaries of the property. 

Indeed, there would appear to be very Uttla trend that 

could be established from the magnetic contouring. Because 

of this the contour interval was changed to SO gamius 

rather than th* us vial 100 gamma interval. The maximum 

relief on the property in general i* no mor* than 200
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gawaa* above background other thin In two isolated case* 

whore Individual reading* nmr* Indicated Minor anoaialout 

areas of some 300 and 400 gaana*. A aore detailed contour- 

Ing, however, did Indicate in the area of the conductor* a 

prevalent E-W trend. Outeide of thi* area the general 

Dtrlka direction of the magnetic* would appear to be HW-SE. 

The minor variation in magnetlet, however, doe* not ettabllth 

a definite strike direction in any concrete aenner.

Both the detail and reconnaivtance electro 

magnetic survey have indicated a moo* of weak conductivity 

in the central portion of the property extending from it* 

western to it* eastern extrealty. This area ha* been 

classed a* a tone in that the conductor* are weak and have 

very broad nut* at cor tain of the crossover pot it ions, tt 

i* felt that a conductor could be obtained alaoat anywhere 

within thi* tone, depending upon the location of the trane- 

nitter setup. The detail conductor petition* have bean 

joined to indicate a continuous conductive lineament, 

tlie conductor* obtained from the rooonaal**anoe eurvey 

have al*o been Indicated on the accompanying Map* Thi* 

conductive eon*, although weak to intensity, i* quite 

definite and i* In an area of oaximaa Magnetic variation, 

although indeed the variation in magnetlea l* Minor.
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tt would normally bo considered that thit typo 

of conductor or conductort would bo caused by some typo of 

ground effect or uhearing and would ba of very United tig* 

nlficance. Becauire, however, thit soot represents the only 

conductive aroa on the property and because it it coincident 

with tht maximum stagnetlc relief on the property, it it folt 

that the cause of thit conductor may ba nore than tomo over 

burden offoot. Thit conductive area it quite unuaual in itt 

appearance and it far from a normal conductive picture.

Concluniono

The conductive tone within the property, although 

weak in Intensity,, hat definite continuity* It is associated 

with low magnitudo magnetic relief. It it the only area of 

the property whtro conductors have boon found and where nag- 

net le relief shown any narked variation. It it an unuaual 

geophysical situation. Because of thit it it suggested 

that thit conductive Bout bo tested by a minima* of three 

bort holes.

Respectfully submitted, 

SU1HAC EXPLORATION SBRVICES LIMITED

July 21, W, P. HcCill, M.A,, r.Kng,
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MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
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